No more tangled cables to stumble over.
The FOBA ceiling rail system creates order and space.

Power cables, extensions, lights, power packs, stands and tripods: sometimes your studio looks and feels like a jungle, where everything seems to conspire against you and your work. And your clients get an impression of disorder and chaos.

The solution: FOBA Ceiling Rail System.

This sophisticated and carefully planned design relegates lights, power packs, cables and other appliances to the ceiling while keeping them fully accessible and mobile. Work faster under perfect lighting conditions on an unencumbered floor; learn the value of the best possible usage of floor space. Not only large photographic studios can gain from installing a FOBA Ceiling Rail System. Its advantages can be even more valuable in smaller studios, where every square centimeter of reconquered floor space is priceless. FOBA has designed individual solutions for both large and smaller studios. Both systems are conceived in view of maximum safety of use and unequalled working comfort, and can be combined together easily:

**FOBA ROOF-TRACK**

is a small-scale system which you can easily plan and install yourself. It is ideal for small and medium size photography studios, as well as portrait studios where clients have to feel at ease.

**FOBA MEGA-TRACK**

meets the professional's highest demands. MEGA-TRACK is custom-made to your individual requirements using FOBA standard components. FOBA or its agent in your country will assist you with the planning and oversee the production and installation.

The FOBA ceiling rail system

- can be operated manually or motor driven (only MEGA-TRACK)
- are easy-running, maintenance-free and long lasting.
- is designed for optimal functionality, safety and reliability.

Particularly in low-ceilinged studios, COMBITUBES are ideal to make the most of the available room height. Setting up lamps, screens, sails etc. is done quickly and without cluttering precious floor space.

Floating lights - Give bank lights wings with your ceiling rail system

Even large bank lights are safely out of your way on the ceiling and can be moved easily and precisely as required. FOBA's ceiling rail systems provide professionals with both top comfort and exceptional safety. Not only do you get all the advantages of having more floor space by moving most equipment to the ceiling; you also ensure the best conditions to work safely and efficiently. Pantographs will allow you to regulate lamp height easily. The friction brake let your lights hover in the position you choose.

**FOBA - we stand by you**

Let us advise you in defining your requirements and help you plan your ceiling rail system. ROOF-TRACK does not require much planning, and you can install it yourself, or with the help of a technician. We recommend that you let your local FOBA agent assist and counsel you in the planning of your FOBA MEGA-TRACK ceiling rail system, because this system is produced to individual specifications with standard FOBA components and requires exact design calculations by our static engineers. Whether you choose ROOF-TRACK, MEGA-TRACK, or any of the other FOBA products, you can be sure of acquiring solid, reliable and durable material, produced with state-of-the-art Swiss technology.
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Overview Ceiling rail systems

FOBA Ceiling Rail Systems are smooth, durable and need little or no maintenance.

FOBA trolleys are equipped with state-of-the-art bearings to make them glide smoothly and almost silently. Double rollers increase stability. They are bolted together for easy maintenance: no technician is needed to change wear parts such as steel rollers and bearings – you can do it easily yourself.

Pantographs are equipped with a friction brake, adjustable between 1 and 12 kg (26.5 lb). Counterbalance springs are available for heavier loads.

Your FOBA system is designed in view of the best possible functionality and highest safety standards.